FDA NON MEDICAL DEVICE

Product Group: Gorilla Bags
GB-001 PP
GB-002 PP
GB-003 PP
GB-001 YL
GB-002 YL
GB-003 YL
GB-001 OR
GB-002 OR
GB-003 OR
GB-001 RD
GB-002 RD
GB-003 RD

Date: 11 Oct 2017

Clinipak Limited
Beech House
Knaves Beech Business Centre
Loudwater
High Wycombe
Bucks.
HP10 9SD
UK

Declare that on 12 April 2017. The FDA Device Determination considered that Gorilla Bags are not considered a medical device.

The product therefore does not require 510K registration and approval due to this decision.

S

Shakila Ahmed
Quality Manager
Clinipak Ltd
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